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ABSTRACT
Facial animation is one of the most important contents in 3D CG animations. By the development of scanning and
tracking methods of a facial motion, a face model which consists of more than 100,000 points can be used for the
animations. To edit the facial animations, key point based approaches such as "face rigging" are still useful ways.
Even if a facial tracking method gives us all point-to-point correspondences, a detection method of a suitable set
of key points is needed for content creators. Then, we propose a method to detect the key points which efficiently
represent motions of a face. We optimize the key points for a Radial Basis Function (RBF) based 3D deformation
technique. The RBF based deformation is a common technique to represent a movement of 3D objects in CG
animations. Since the key point based approaches usually deform objects by interpolating movements of the key
points, these approaches cause errors between the deformed shapes and the original ones. To minimize the errors,
we propose a method which automatically inserts additional key points by detecting the area where the error is
larger than the surrounding area. Finally, by utilizing the suitable set of key points, the proposed method creates a
motion of a face which are transferred form another motion of a face.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A facial animation is one of the important topics in the
area of computer vision and graphics[18, 15, 20, 21]. It
is possible to obtain dense and accurate 3D points from
an object with the development of 3D scanning method.
In case of scanning a moving object, it is an impor-
tant topic that how to detect a movement of a point
from a frame to another frame. This kind of informa-
tion is required for recognizing a facial expression and
creating CG animations from the scanned point cloud.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Then, a number of methods have been proposed to de-
tect the correspondences between frames. The tech-
niques which track artificial markers on a target face are
the well-known approaches to capture the motion of a
face[3, 9]. In other cases, if it is difficult to place the ar-
tificial markers on a face, a method which detects a key
point of a face can be a solution. There are two types
of approaches to detect the key points: geometry based
approaches and image based approaches. One of the
solutions based on the geometry of a face is a non-rigid
registration algorithm. The advantage of this approach
is that it can deal with a deformable surface. If both
a 3D shape and an image can be captured at the same
time, the correspondence of points between frames can
be found by using the image processing techniques.
Moreover, by utilizing the key point of a face, methods
called "facial transfer"[8, 11, 13, 7, 12] are proposed.
These methods create a motion of an arbitrary face that
reflects (copied from) motion of another face. To trans-
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fer the facial motion, correspondences between a source
face to a target one are required. Thus, the methods
which can detect suitable pairs of key points between
two faces are required.

2 RELATED WORK
Since it is difficult to create the facial animations man-
ually, a number of methods are proposed to capture the
facial motion. Two approaches have been researched
to capture the facial motion: marker-based approaches
and marker-less approaches. The marker-based ap-
proaches are more robust to detect motions than the
marker-less approaches.

2.1 Marker-based approach of facial
tracking

Huanget al. [9] proposed the method to capture a mo-
tion with high-fidelity by using one hundred markers.
This method can capture dynamic wrinkles and fine-
scale facial details. Bickelet al. [3] directly paint
color point on a face to robustly detect the same points
beyond frames. The marker-based approaches have a
common problem that it is laborious to put the markers
and it is difficult to capture the natural texture with the
motion at the same time.

2.2 Marker-less approach of facial track-
ing

On the other hand, the marker-less approaches are pro-
posed. Valgaertset al. [18] proposed dense tracking
method of movements of a face. This method uses a
stereo-camera system and tracks the movement of each
pixel of the camera images by using an optical-flow de-
tection method. This method deforms a 3D face based
on the optical-flow. Bradleyet al. [4] proposed a facial
tracking method which tracks both the movement of a
texture and that of a geometry at the same time under
the constant light condition. They also detect a shape
of a mouth by using a facial parts recognition method.
Sibbinget al. [15] uses the feature tracker like the KLT
tracker to detect the motion of a face. Weiseet al. [20]
constructs the facial performance database of a person
to detect the motion of the face from 2D image and 3D
point set. Then, some approaches use the image pro-
cessing methods to find the key points of a face such as
a pupil of the eye, the outline of a lip, the tip of a nose
and etc. The accuracy of these kind of methods is over
95% in some recent researches[5, 2].

2.3 3D shape based approach of facial
tracking

The non-rigid registration algorithm is one of the use-
ful methods to detect the motion of the point sets[17].

Jianet al. [10] proposed this kind of approach by us-
ing the L2 distance between Gaussian mixtures repre-
senting two point sets. However, since the features of
the motion of a face vary in each facial part, it com-
plicates the registration problem. If we can find a fine
initial guess of the motion, the non-rigid registration al-
gorithm will be a useful way to solve the problem.

2.4 Facial transfer
To create a motion of "an artificial face" such as animal
characters, virtual humans and etc. in an animation, fa-
cial transfer(cloning) methods which copy the motion
from a person to another virtual face are proposed[8,
11, 13, 7, 12, 14]. Huanget al. [8]utilizes a key point
based deformation for a facial transfer. To represent
motions of a face, a set of key points called Active Ap-
pearance Models(AAMs) are used. This method mini-
mizes the deformations of AAMs to fit to a target face.
Vieira et al. [19] proposed the facial transfer method
which defines a zone of influence and a weight map for
interpolating the movement of key points. Coskeret al.
[6] generate a map for representing facial expressions
(movements of the key points) based on Downhill Sim-
plex Minimisation tracker. The map is calculate by ana-
lyzing training sets of the facial expressions with PCA.
To perform the facial transfer, this method normalizes
the movements of the key points and creates the weight
vector between a source face and a target one. In this
kind of the approaches, weighting values for key points
are an important factor to represent the movement of a
face. Moreover, since the targets of these methods are
sparse polygon models or 2D images, a fitness of the
shape in the area where there are no key points is not
evaluated. This point can be a problem if these meth-
ods apply to dense face models.

3 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED
METHOD

We describe the overview of our study. The proposed
method in this study consists of the following three
steps.

1) Initialization of key points tracking In the paper,
we assume the scanning method which can capture
both 3D point clouds and 2D images at the same
time. Therefore, we utilize the method proposed by
Caoet al. [5] for finding facial landmarks from a
2D image of the face to detect key points in each
frame as the initial tracking result for the following
process.

2) Non-rigid shape deformation for dense motion
In our method, a dense motion of a facial ex-
pression from an initial frame to other frames is
represented by 3D non-rigid shape deformation. We
utilize a Radial Basis Function based deformation
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach for tracking a facial
motion.

method [16]. The method generates deformed
shapes from the shape of the initial frame to the
other frames by using a pair of key points: the key
points of the initial frame and those of the other
frames (Figure1).

3) Extra key points addition Since the number of key
points detected as the initial process is relatively
small compared to all the 3D points, there is nat-
urally a considerable amount of errors existing be-
tween scanned shapes and the deformed ones. To
solve this problem, our method automatically de-
tects additional key points to decrease the errors.
Our method searches an area where errors between
the scanned shapes and the deformed ones are larger
than other areas to find the additional key points. By
repeating the process, errors are minimized.

4 DEFORMATION METHOD OF A
FACE

We describe the details of a deformation method of a
facial motion. In the paper,F t denote a vector of 3D
points (pt

0, · · · , pt
n) of the face in thet-th frame. Then,

our purpose of the facial motion tracking is to find de-
formations fromF0 to F t . In the following section, we
describe a basic idea of the deformation method.

4.1 Shape deformation based on the Ra-
dial Basis Function

We introduce a deformation method of a 3D object
based on a key point interpolation. We utilize the de-
formation method based on RBF [16]. The 3D object is
created by adding all the shapes which are calculated by
multiplying each key point by RBF (Figure 2). There-
fore, let the pairs of key points to beK0 andKt where
Kt is a vectors of 3D points(kt

0, · · · ,kt
M)T of the faceF t

of t-th frame, then,Kt can be calculated by a sum of the

Target Key Point 

Control Vector 

Deformed  
Surface 

Radial Basis 
Function Initial Surface Initial position of  

Key Point 
Initial position of  

Key Point 

Target Key Point 

Figure 2: RBF based deformation

multiplication of allk0
i (i ∈ M) by RBF with the control

vectorCt = (ct
0, · · · ,ct

M)T as follows (Figure 2):

Kt = RBF(W(K0,K0))Ct (1)

where

W(K0,K0) =





||k0
0−k0

0|| · · · ||k0
0−k0

m||
...

. . .
...

||k0
m−k0

0|| · · · ||k0
m−k0

m||



 . (2)

The values of the matrixW are the parameters of
the RBF according with the distance from each
point in K0 to other points. If the inverse matrix of
RBF(W(K0,K0)) exists, we can solve the equation (1)
to find the value ofCt . By using the inverse matrix of
RBF(W(K0,K0)) and the vectorsCt , the key points
K0 are correctly transformed toKt . Finally, by using
the set of key pointsK0 and the control vectorsCt , an
arbitrary pointx is deformed by the following equation.

x′ = RBF(Ŵ(x,K0))Ct (3)

x′ is a deformed point to thet-th frame. By using this
deformation method, we can deform all the points of
frame 0 to any frame. In the following sections, we
represent this process of the deformation from the face
F0 to F t as the following equation.

F̂ t = D(F0 → F t) (4)

F̂ t is a face which is deformed fromF0 to fit to F t . And
by using the set of key pointsKt , we can also make
deformations form arbitrary frame number to another
frame.

4.1.1 Kernel function

The feature of the kernel function of the RBF is impor-
tant to deform a 3D object smoothly. In our study, we
define the kernel as the Gaussian function.

RBF(x) =
1√
2πσ

e−
x
σ (5)

The Gaussian function is positive and symmetric. Thus,
if the value of σ is the same in each key point, the
weighting matrixRBF(W) has an inverse matrix. By
the reason, we use the fixed value for theσ .
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5 ADDITION OF EXTRA KEY POINTS
We detect and add extra key points to reduce the dif-
ference betweenF0 and Dt(F t → F0). To calculate
the difference betweenF0 and Dt(F t → F0), we use
et

i which is a distance between the pointp0
i in F0 and

its nearest point inDt(F t →F0). Since our deformation
method transforms the key points to target position and
multiply with RBF which decrease the weight accord-
ing to the distances from the key points, an error be-
comes large in the area where the key points are sparse
(Figure 2 and Equation (3)). To overcome this problem,
the area where the error is large is detected and a new
key point is added.

5.1 Initial key point in 2D space
Our method requires several numbers (10 - 30) of ini-
tial key points on a 2D image. Finally we detect a suit-
able set of key points automatically. However, since
our method evaluates the difference between a standard
face and normalized ones to detect the area lacking of
key points, the method requires an initial guess of a de-
formation.

There is a lot of method to detect features of 3D ob-
ject is proposed[1]. These methods are useful to track
rigid movements of the objects. However these meth-
ods cannot detect the same positions on a face between
two faces. And it is difficult to track the same position
of a face with topological transformations (e.g. open
a mouth or brink eyes) by using these methods. There-
fore we utilize the method proposed by Caoet al. [5] for
finding facial landmarks from a 2D image of the face.
This method can find the facial landmarks with the ac-
curacy over 95%. This accuracy is enough for the initial
set of key points for our method. Before the detection
process of extra key points, we apply this method to
initialize the set of key pointsKt .

5.2 Key point candidate selection
Since the shape deformation in our method is calculated
by a key point and its interpolation, the error near the
key point is naturally small. Therefore, it is a straight-
forward to find a new key point from the large error
area. In our method, we select the candidates for the
new key point which satisfies the following conditions:

1. The sum of the errors of neighboring points is larger
than the threshold.

2. An error of the key point is larger than neighboring
points.

Since the number of 3D points of a face is usually large,
comparing the criteria for all the point is impractical,
we randomly sample the candidates of key pointsKc0

k
from theF0. In our implementation, we sample 4,000
points.

Figure 3: Filtering of candidates of key points. (a)The
area where the correlation is high. (b)The area where
the correlation is low because of there are outliers.

5.3 Filtering the candidate using tempo-
ral consistency

Since selected candidates usually include many outliers
because of noise, occlusion and other reasons, filtering
is necessarily required. In our method, we check the
temporal consistency of neighboring points (Figure 3).
The detailed calculation process is as follows:

1. In terms of the candidates of key pointsKc0
k, find the

neighboring pointsnpj inside the sphere of radiusR.

2. The error values ofet
k andet

j( j ∈ R) are calculated.

et
k is the minimum distance formKc0

k to Dt(F t →
F0) andet

j is the distances is the minimum distance

form npj to Dt(F t → F0).

3. Time series ofet
k and et

j is calculated for all the
frames of the faceF t to make a sequence of errors
ek andej .

4. The correlation betweenek and ej are calculated.
The higher value of the correlation means that this
candidate of a key pointKc0

k is placed on the center
of a large movement of a face.

5. If the correlation is below the average of all the can-
didates, the pointKc0

k is rejected.

Through this process, we reduce the candidatesKc0
k un-

der 40.

5.4 Refinement of the new key points
Since the candidates of key points are selected from
the area where the errors are larger than other area, the
nearest point inDt(F t → F0) form Kc0

k is usually the
wrong point for deciding positions of the key points in
other framesKct

k. Therefore, we utilize the Non-Rigid
Registration method which uses the Gaussian Mixture
model for representing 3D points for registrations [10]
for a local search for the positions of the key pointsKct

k
(Figure 4). The detailed process is as follows:

1. By usingDt(F0 → F t) (with the current set of the
key points), we deform theF0 for creating "cur-
rently tracked" faces in each frame. Then, theKck is
also deformed toKct

k by the deformation.
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Figure 4: Refinement of key points

2. A surface ofDt(F0 →F t) inside the sphere of radius
R and the center of which is the key pointsKct

k is
selected. The selected surface represents a shape of
the current face which contains the errors.

3. Similarly, another surface ofF t inside the sphere of
radius 2Rand the center of which isKct

k is selected.
The second surface represents a shape of the original
faceF t around the key point.

4. By using the Non-Rigid Registration method, the
first surface fits into the second one. Then, the posi-
tions of the key pointsKct

k are also fitted to theF t .

Through the process, pairs of additional key pointsKc0
k

andKct
k are detected and added to the list of the key

pointsKt .

5.5 Iterative step for adding key points
We iterate the process of adding key points until the
ratio of error is decreased to less than 1% from the pre-
vious process. During the iteration process, we also re-
move the existing key points which have larger error
than newly added key points. Initial key points are also
removed in the actual process in our experiments.

6 FACIAL TRANSFER METHOD
BASED ON THE FACE DEFORMA-
TION

Facial expressions and motions on a face are important
presentation in animations. To utilize the captured mo-
tions efficiently, the methods transfer from the facial
motion of a person to other persons are proposed. The
transfer methods are used in the following examples:
(a) re-product facial animations of a person by using a
motion data of another person. (b) "Stuntman" of the

facial motion. (c) to create animations of virtual char-
acters.

These methods use pairs of key points to define the cor-
respondence between a transfer source shape and a tar-
get one. One of the important points of this kind of
methods is how to interpolate the difference of both
shapes. One of the proposed methods[19] defines a
zone of influence and a weight map for interpolating the
movement of key points. It is a time consuming process
to set the parameters of key points. To solve this prob-
lem, we utilize the face space deformation method to
transfer facial motions. This method deforms 3D space
around a face based on positions of key points. There-
fore, the method can be a solution to represent a conver-
sion from a movement of a face to that of other faces.
This method consists of following four steps.

(1) Creating deformations from a source motion of a
face to a target one.

(2) Key point sampling to define correspondences be-
tween the source and target faces.

(3) Detection of weighting values of key points for de-
formations.

(4) Creating deformations of the target face.

The details of these are explained in the following sec-
tions.

6.1 Deformation from a source motion of
a face to a target face

First, we deform a sequence of a facial motionF t

(source face) to fit into a shape of another faceT0 (tar-
get face). To define the deformation based on the face
space deformation, we use a set of key points described
in the section 5.1. Then, the deformations are given by
the equation 6.

ˆFT
t
= Dt(F t → T0) (6)

By using the deformationDt(F t → T0), each source
face F t is deformed to fit to the target faceT0. Al-
though the structures of̂FT

t
differ to T0, the shapes of

ˆFT
t

close toT0. Since theT0 is a static, the remaining
difference betweenT0 and ˆFT

t
means the movement of

the face in the space of the target face. Then, we define
a correspondences between̂FT

t
andT0.

6.2 Key point detection for a face transfer
Since the number of the points in theT0 and ˆFT

t
is

too large for defining deformations, our method defines
pairs of key points as follows:

(1) We define a set of key pointsKt i by random sam-
pling from the target faceT0.
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(2) Another set of key pointsK f t
i which are the nearest

points in ˆFT
t

from each point ofKt i are detected.

The relationships betweenKt i andK f t
i are the pairs of

key points.

6.3 Weighting values of key points
We define direction vectorsVi from the target face to
the source motion based on the pairs of key pointsKt i

andK f t
i as follows:

Vt
i =

K f t
i −Kt i

||K f t
i −Kt i ||

(7)

Since the difference betweenT0 and ˆFT
t
are caused by

the movement of the faceF t , these vectorsVt
i represent

directions of movement of the face in each key point.
However, since the positions of key pointsK f t

i are fit-
ted to the target face (F t is deformed in the space of
another faceT0), the features of the movement of the
source face are decreased by the deformations. Then,
we introduce weighting values of key points to improve
the feature of the movement ofF t . We consider the
initial position of the key pointK f 0

i to calculate the
weighting values. Then, the weighting valuesWi of key
pointsK f t

i are given by following equation 8.

Wt
i =

α
Nk

||K f 0
i −K f t

i || (8)

α: a parameter for controlling the strength of transfer
effect.
Nk: a number of the key pointK f 0

i

6.4 Deformations of the facial transfer
Finally, we construct deformations of the facial transfer
Dt

trns. By using the direction vectors of the key points
Vi and the weighting valuesWi , the deformationsDt

trns
are given by following equation.

Dt
trns(Kt i → (Wt

i Vt i+Kt i)) = T̂t (9)

T̂t represents the transfered face fromTt with the pair
of key pointsKt i andWt

i Vt i +Kt i . Thought these four
steps mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the fa-
cial transfer method generates a motion of an arbitrary
face that reflects motion of another face.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we show the results of a facial motion
transfer and the efficiency of a key point refinement
technique. First, we evaluate the accuracy of deforma-
tions by calculating errors between the original faces
to the deformed faces. Next, we discuss about the re-
sults of our facial transfer method. In our experiment,
we use three types of facial motions : "Slap", "Smile"
and "Stretch" (Fig. 5). These motions consist of about
100,000 to 200,000 points and 47 to 60 frames. We im-
plement the proposed method on PC with Xeon X5650
processor. It takes about 10 minutes for processing one
of the iteration described in section 5.5.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Error 
3mm 

(a)Original Motion (b)Results (c)Differences

Figure 5: The comparison of the original and captured
face.

Table 1: The errors between the original motion and
captured motion.

mean error (mm) RMSE (mm)
Name Initial Final Initial Final
Slap 1.49 1.00 1.89 1.41

Smile 0.64 0.44 0.87 0.66
Stretch 1.23 0.84 1.62 1.22

7.1 Accuracy of the motion capture

In this section we discuss about the error between the
original motion and a motion which is deformed from
the standard face by using the key points. Table 1 shows
the mean errors and RMSE tracked by using the pro-
posed method. The initial error is the mean distance
between the face which is deformed with the initial set
of key points and the original face. The final error is the
mean distance when the recursive process reaches to the
convergence condition. The proposed method enables
us to minimize the mean error less than 1.0mmon each
motion.

Table 2 shows the errors without the key point selection
mentioned in the section 5.3 and 5.4 for comparisons.
The table shows that the errors are larger than two times
those of the proposed method. This result shows that
the proposed key point selection method can select the
suitable set of key points.

Figure 5(b) and (c) show the deformed motions and the
distributions of the errors. This result (b) shows that
the proposed method smoothly keeps the continuity of
the texture in each frame. The distribution of the er-
ror shows that the errors are still remaining around the
area where the hand touches the face. Since our method
evaluates the motion of key points based on the standard
face, it is difficult to detect the motion of an additional
object such as a hand. Although there are some errors,
our method succeeded in detecting the correspondence
between the standard face and the other motions.
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Table 2: The errors based on randomly adding the key
points.

Name mean error (mm) RMSE (mm)
Slap 2.25 2.76

Smile 1.07 1.52
Pinch 1.67 2.09
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Figure 6: The convergence of the mean error.

7.2 Results of the facial transfer
Figure 7 shows the results of the proposed facial trans-
fer method. (a) is the original motion (Slap). The left
image of (b) is the target shape of a face for apply-
ing the facial transfer. The results in (b) and (c) show
that the movement of the left cheek and the lip can be
transferred to the target face. In the right images of
(b) and (c), there are noises around the lip and lower
jaw. Since our transfer method randomly samples can-
didates of key points, key points are placed on the noisy
area of the source motion in sometimes. Although the
clustering method mentioned in section 5.4 chooses the
center of the candidates as a key point, this problem has
still happened in this case. To solve this problem, we
should apply a constraint function such as the Tevs’s
facial tracking method[17] for a deformation of a face.

8 CONCLUSIONS
We proposed the key point detection and refinement
method for a facial motion which is represented by
dense point cloud. We also proposed the facial trans-
fer method base on the key points. The contributions of
this paper are as follows:

(1) We propose the face space deformation which can
represent the movement of a face as the RBF based
deformations.

(2) By utilizing the face space deformation, the pro-
posed method can define the suitable pairs of key
points to minimize the errors.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a)Original Motion (b)Transfer target(left) and
transferred shape of the face. (c)Transferred motion

with a texture.

Figure 7: The comparison of the original motion and
the transferred motion.

(3) In our results, we show that the mean errors be-
tween the original motions and tracked motions can
reduce less than 1.0mm in all three types of facial
motions.

(4) We also show our facial transfer method can trans-
fer the complex motion on a face to another face.

In the future work, a refinement technique of a surface
of a face is needed to generate smoother animations.
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